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To all whom it may concern: . . 
Beit known that I, PAULUs. HEYLANDT, a citizen of the Empire of Germany, residing: 

at Erfurt, in the Kingdom of Prussia, Empire 
of Germany, have invented a new and useful 

... Storage Wessel for Liquefied Gases, of which 
the following is a specification. . 

... My invention relates to improvements in 
storage vessels for liquefied gases-such as 
air, oxygen, nitrogen, &c.-whereby these 
storage vessels are enabled to preserve the 
liquefied gases for alonger time than hitherto; 
and they are also rendered more durable and 
even capable of withstanding the strains on a 
transport either by rail or...by mail-carriage 
without being damaged or losing their con 
tents by vaporization. Shifting w metal storage vessels used for this purpose 

... failed to give every satisfaction, chiefly by 
reason of the vaporization of the liquefied 
gases for want of good insulation. The glass 
bottles are too liable to break easily, and 
their transport is in certain countries only 
permitted when accompanied by a man. 
There are also metal storage vessels compris 
ing external and internal. vessels, so that 
spaces of a nearly uniform thickness are 
formed between them and from which the air has been pumped out, so as to reduce the 
transmission of heat from without to the in 
ternal vessels by means of the rarefied air. 
Experience, however, has shown that the 
temperature of the ambient. air transmitted 
to the liquefied gases by the conduction of the 
necks and the walls of the internal vessels 
contributes to the vaporization of the gases, 
There are also storage vessels of this kind in 
which the internal vessels or thestorage vessels 
proper are made of wood-i. e., a heat-non 
conducting material-but such wooden ves 
sels are tightened and strengthened by hoops. 
of iron or metal-i.e., a heat-conducting ma 
terial. Trials have proved such storage ves sels to be incapable of preserving the lique 
fied gases for a considerable time. 
The storage vessels comprising external 

and internal vessels are according to my in 
vention so improved as to combine the dura 
bility of the known metal storage vessels and 
the good properties of the known glass bot 
tles and that they can be transported safely 
either by rail or by mail-carriage. . . 
Theobjects of my improvement are, first, to 

provide the preferably ball-like internal vessel 
with a narrow vertical neck and to make both 
the internal vessel and the neck of a heat-non 
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conducting material; second, to make the ex 
ternal vessel of metal or enameled metal and 
to provide it with a dome which surrounds. 
the narrow neck and is connected therewith third, to provide a ball-like protecting casing 
for inclosing the external vessel, and, fourth," " - to provide means for automatically bringing 
the neck of the internal vessel into the verti 
cal position during any inclination of the pro 
tecting-casing, I attain these objects by the. 
construction illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, in which-, . . . 

Figure 1 shows a vertical central section through a ball-like storage vessel, a ball-like: protecting-casing, and a device for holding. 
the neck in its vertical position, while Fig. 2. 
is a vertical section, on an enlarged scale, through the upper part of the storage vessel. 
The storage vessel shown comprises an in 

ternal vessel a, of heat-non-conducting mate 
rial, for containing the liquefied gas and an 
external vessel b, of metal, and is inclosed in a 

The neck u is made in 
one piece with the internal vessel a and di 
verges upward. An annular piece c, of lead 
or other metal or an alloy, is secured in any 
known manner on the upper edge Sf the neck 
u, and another piece of a similar material 
and provided with an internal screw-thread, 
Fig. 2, is secured within the neck at. Both 
pieces e and y are rigidly connected by so 
dering at w or otherwise. The internal piece 
oy serves for receiving a plug in with a spring 
pressed safety-valvee. The annular piece c 
may be formed by casting on the neck, or it 
may be cast separately and fit loosely on the 
upper edge of the neck u, so that the space 
between them requires to be filled up with a suitable composition for rigidly connecting 
the parts. The external vesselb is provided 
with a dome q, which is soldered on the pieces 

. c. and . Thereby the two vessels a and b are 
connected with each other. They are prefer 
ably made ball-like in order to better resist 
the internal pressure on the walls of the in 
ternal vessel and the external pressure of the 
atmosphere on the external vessel. Between 
the two vessels a space r of preferably uni 
form thickness is left, from which the air is 
pumped out in any known manner-through a . 
narrow tube of lead or the like, and after 
ward this tube is closed by bending, and sol 
dering. As the internal vessel a is sufi 
ciently strong it need not be secured at the 
bottom on the external vesselb. For reasons to be hereinafter explained it is only neces 
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sary to hold the neck it and the dome q in the When the liquefied gas is required for use, 
vertical position shown. For this purpose a 
weight 2, of lead or other heavy material, is 
secured on the lower half of the external ves 
sell and made to rest on three or four small 
balls A' A', which run on the internal wall of . 
the lyall-like protecting-casing in and engage 
in suitable recesses of the weight 2. On the 
upper half of the external vessell are fas 
tened several (here four) tubes g of at equal 
distanees from each other, and in these tubes 
are secured, by means of set-screws h h, ad 
justable bearings.ff for small balls A, A, which 
latter run on the internal wall of the protect 
ing-casing au. The two vessels a, and b and 
the parts thereon are so proportioned as to 
place their center of gravity 2 at a sufficient 
distance beneath the center 1 of the protect 
ing-casing in that the whole will readily ad 
just itself and bring the neck u and the dome. 
q into the vertical position should the pro 

'tecting-casing n be inclined by chance. The 
protecting - casing n is preferably made in 
halves, which are hinged to each other at land 
can be opened and closed at the other side by 
means of a double screw 0, engaging in lugs 

l'. The lower half of the casingu is pref 
erably...provided with a foot d at the bottom 
and with a plurality of small perforations pp 
at a convenient height. The upper half of 
the casing mis provided at the top with a 
rings, in which a screw-threaded covert can 
engage. . . . . . . 
This storage vessel is operated as follows: 

After removing the cover t and , the plug in 
the liquefied gas is in a known manner intro 
duced into the internal vessel a through a tube 
placed in the necksu, and then the plug and 
the cover are replaced. As the material of 
the internal vessel at and the neck it is a bad 
heat-conductor and the transmission of heat 
from without through the nearly, absolute 
vacuum in the space r is very slow, it follows 
that the gas will remain in its liquefied state 
for a longer time than hitherto. Should at 
last a certain small quantity of the same have 
vaporized and a certain small overpressure 
thereby be produced, the spring - pressed 
safety-valve e will open and allow the excess 
of the vaporized gas to escape into the space. 
between the external vessel band the protect 
ing-casing in. There the gas will expand and 
produce an intense cold, while it passes down 
ward until it escapes through the perforations 
p p to without. Where so preferred, of 
course the protecting-casing n may be cov 
ered with a layer of heat-non-conducting ma 
terial-such as felt, hay, &c., as indicated by 
the circle u-so as to delay as much as pos 
sible the vaporization of the liquefied gas. 
For the same reason the outside of the inter 
nal vessel (t and its neck u and the inside of 
the external vessel land its dome q are pref 
crably brightened or polished in any known 
arer. 

the covert and the plug are removed and a 
device of any known construction is intro 
duced into the neck it, after which the lique 
fied gas can be extragted, as usual. 
The tubes (7 g, with the adjustable bearings 

ff and the balls (, may be omitted. 
The internal vessel it, and nore particularly 

- its neck it, may be made of any heat-non-con 
ducting material--such as, for example, earth 
enware, celluloid, air-tight papier-mâché, or 
a composition of non-conducting materials. 
lt is essential that this material be air-tight, 
sufficiently strong, and not liable to damages 
from the difference in teiperatures--i.e., 
from the difference between the intense cold 
of the liquefied gas and the temperature of 
the ambient air. I have found that porcelain 
is most suitable for this purpose. It will have 
to depend upon the material how thick the 
internal vessel a and its neck it should be 
made. Celluloid vessels and necks may be 
made much thinner than paper or earthenware 
or porcelain vessels and necks. - 
According to the material the neck will 

require to be made more or less thick, so as 
to support the internal vessel (t and to pro 
tect it from breaking off under the action of 
jerks. The annular nieces c and 7" may be 
made of any other material or a composition 
which renders their fastening on the neck v. 
possible and leads from the non-conducting 
i.e., less contracting and expanding-mate 
rial up to the conducting-i. e., more con 
tracting and expanding-material. 
Owing to the very low point of ebullition 

of most liquefied gases-such as air, oxygen, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, &c.-a small quantity of 
the gas will continuously vaporize, and hence 
a certain pressure will be produced, so that 
it is not possible to conserve such liquefied 
gases in perfectly - closed vessels. For this 
reason it is absolutely necessary that the 
spring-pressed safety-valve e should always 
remain at the top to enable the vaporized gas 
to escape through this valve and to prevent 
the liquefied gas from flowing off in case the 
valve is at a point beneath the level. The vaporized gas above the level having a greater. 
specific weight than the ambient air will then 
be able to check the admission of air. To in 
sure this isolation of the storage vessel by the 
vaporized gas, and thereby the preservation 
of the liquefied gas for a longer time, it is nec 
essary to provide means for keeping the neck 
of the internal vessel and the spring-pressed 
safety-valve in the vertical position. Such 
an arrangement has been described above. 
with reference to Fig. 1. The balls A: A: i: A 
may also be replaced by equivalent means. 
For example, the outside of the weight 2 may 
be ground and fitted to slide on the inside of 
the casing in, while a suitable lubricating ma 
terial is employed to reduce the friction. The 
storage vesselso arranged will be able to au 
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tomatically retain the vertical position of its are fastened, so that a space of nearly uniform 
neck in spite of accidental inclinations of the thickness is left between the two vessels, a 
protecting-case, so that the vaporized gas is narrow tube of lead or the like on said ball 
allowed to open the safety-valve and to es- like external vessel and closed by soldering 
cape, while a flowing off of the liquefied gas after a vacuum has been formed in said space, 
is rendered impossible. The vaporized gas a ball-like protecting - casing inclosing said: 
escaping from the safety-valve will expand ball-like external vessel and its one and 
in the space within the casing an ant produce made in halves, which are hinged together on 
an intensive cold before escaping to without one side and can be opened and closed on the 
through the perforations pp, and thus gon- other side, a weight secured on the bottom of 
tribute to the preservation of the liquefied gas. said ball-like external vessel for bringing its 
For the transit it may be advisable to place center of gravity beneath the center of said 

the storage vessel with the protecting-casing ball-like protecting-casing, means for reduc 
in a sheet-case or a basket lined with wood. ing the friction between said weight and the 
chius or wood-shavings, hay, &c., to protect inside of said ball-like protecting-casing, and 
th; contents from jerks or pressures. a foot at the lower half of said ball-like pro 
The storage vessel may be varied in many . . . 

respects without deviating from the spirit of 
tecting-casing. . . . o 

3. In a storage vessel for liquefied gases, the 
lay invention. . combination with a ball-like internal vessel of 
What I claim as my invention, and desire to heat-non-conducting material for containing 

secure by Letters Patent, issa . . . . the liquefied gas and having a vertical neck . . In a storage vessel for liquefied gases, the diverging upward, of two annular pieces of 
combination with a ball-like internal vessel of lead or the like secured on the upper edge of 
heat-non-conducting material for containing G vertical neck one without and the other . 
the liquefied gas and having a vertical neck, within, a plug adapted to close the internal of 
of two annular pieces of lead or... the like ser, said two annular pieces and therely said ver 
cured on the upper edge of said vertical E. tical neckta spring-pressed safety-valve in 
one without and the other within a slug said plug, a ball-like external vessel of metal 
adapted to close the internal of said two an- inclosing said ball-like internal vessel and hav 
nular pieces and thereby said vertical neck, a ling a dome on which said two annular pieces 
spring-pressed safety-valve in said plug, a are fastened, so that a space of nearly unifortin 
ball-like external vessel of metal inclosing said. thickness is left between the two vessels, a 
ball-like internal vessel and having a dome on narrow tube of lead or the like on said ball which said two annular pieces are fastened, like external vessel and closed by soldering 
so that a space of nearly uniform thickness is after vacuum has formed in said space, , 
left between the two vessels, a narrow tube a ball like: protecting-casing: inclosing said 
of lead of the like on said balllike external ball like xternal vessel and its dome and vessel and closed by solderingifter a vacuum made in halves which are linged together on 

... has been formed in said space, a ball-like pro- 'one-side and can be opened and closed on the 
tecting-casing inclosing said ball-like external other side, a weight secured on the bottom of 
Wessel and its done, and means for retaining said ball-like external vessel for bringing its 
said vertical neck in its erect position inspite center of gravity beneath the center of said 
of any accidental inclination of said ball-like ball-like protecting-casing, and a plurality of 
protecting casing. . . balls engaging in recesses of said weight and . 

2. In a storage vessel for liquefied gases, the adapted to roll on the inside of said ball-like 
combination with a ball-like internal vessel of protecting-easing, a plurality of perforations 
heat-non-cenducting alaterial for containing being provided in said ball-like protecting 
the liquefied gas and having a vertical neek casing for allowing the vaporized gas dis 
diverging upward, of two annular pieces of charged from said spring-pressed safety-valve 
ied or the like secured on the upper edge of to escape. . . . . . . . . " . 
said vertical neck one without and the other The foregoing specification signed this 7th 
within, a plug adapted to close the internal of dy of April, 1904. . . . 
said two annular pieces and thereby said ver- . , PAULUS HEYLANDT. tic neck, a spring-pressed safety-valve in 
said plug, a ball-like external vessel of metal. In presence-of 
inclosing said ball-like internal vessel and hav- HANs WENE, 
ing a done on which said two annular pieces GUSTAv MCLLER. 

  

  


